The History of Welding
July 19, 2014

PROGRAM: History of Welding

LOCATION: Woldumar Nature Center
5739 Old Lansing Road
Lansing MI, 48917-8503

Directions: http://www.woldumar.org/directions.php

TIME: 11:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.

Join us for a great time. This event is being put on by the American Welding Society, Blacksmiths of Woldumar, & Lansing Community College. There will be Forge welding demonstrations done in Woldumar's Blacksmith shop, Actual welding demonstrations that you can see (safely) and Virtual welding demos that you can try yourself (it even scores you). Come on out, have some fun, get questions answered, maybe even show us your welding skills & enjoy yourself.